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home with little to no professional expertise. In the
remainder of this paper we describe our system setup
(Section 2) and then declare the research challenges that
must be overcome to achieve our goal (Section 3). In
Section 4 we present related work followed by status and
conclusions in Section 5.

ABSTRACT
In-home monitoring using sensors has the potential to improve
the life of elderly and chronically ill persons, assist their family
and friends in supervising their status, and provide early warning
signs to the person’s clinicians. The Get Up and Go test is a
clinical test used to assess the balance and gait of a patient. We
propose a way to automatically apply an abbreviated version of
this test to patients in their residence using video data without
body-worn sensors or markers.

2. INITIAL SETUP
Our task is to automatically identify and time the activity of
standing from a seated position and taking N initial steps
within a home environment. We focus our work on activity
monitoring through video capture based on two reasons.
First, video capture does not burden subjects with wearing
sensors. Second, video data enables health care providers to
closely analyze interesting episodes.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Get Up and Go (GUNG) test is used as a screening
tool for the assessment of balance problems [Robertson,
Mathias] that primarily targets elderly patients. Several
variations of the test exist and they generally involve a
patient starting in a seated position, standing, walking
forward about 3 meters and then returning to the chair and
sitting down. A person who performs the test in less than 10
seconds is assumed to be in good condition, while a person
who performs the test in over 30 seconds is at risk for
falling.

2.1 Test setup
For our initial test environment we chose the living room
couch which offers the advantage of having a relatively
fixed position and is frequently used in most households
and the disadvantage of often being a high traffic area. We
considered three cameras (side, overhead and backrest) and
selected the side camera because it produces footage that is
most easy to review by humans observers. In our
experiments, the distance from the side camera to the seat is
120 cm with a viewable standing height from the floor to
196 cm. The side camera we use is a Logitech QuickCam
Pro 4000 that costs about $20. We fitted the camera with a
wide angle lens with a field of view of 120° that retails for
about $40.

One of the problems with the GUNG test is that it is usually
administered by a clinician or therapist in a clinical setting.
We are investigating a system for automatically
administering a variant of the GUNG test that will not
require a medical expert. We feel that it is unrealistic to
attempt to monitor the traditional GUNG test in a natural
setting for several reasons. Mainly, it is unnatural. Hence,
we are focusing on an abbreviated version of GUNG – Get
Up and Go with First Step (GUNGFS). Using an in-home
sensing infrastructure, we will deliver privacy enhanced
GUNGFS test results to care providers for remote
assessment.

2.2 Algorithms
Using the setup described above, we applied several
standard image processing techniques to our collected video
segments of subjects performing the GUNGFS and we
produced encouraging results. For each video segment, we
performed background subtraction using a fixed
background template – an optimistic assumption that we
consider to be reasonable. Upon subtraction and
thresholding, all pixels containing motion (w.r.t. the
background image) are referred to as active pixels and are
white versus black pixels in which there is no motion. We
reduce noise with the morphological operators open and
close. Open gets rid of dusty looking active pixels assumed
to be false positives. Close gets rid of holes in active pixel
areas, assumed to be false negatives.

Based on consultations with the medical community, we do
not view the GUNGFS as a direct proxy for the standard
GUNG test. Nevertheless, ongoing in-home monitoring of
the GUNGFS will provide longitudinal data indicating
patient trends over time that are simply not available to the
medical community at present.
In this paper we present our research plan for designing,
prototyping and experimenting with the automatically
administered GUNGFS system along with early stage
results. The two design points in our approach are low cost
and easy setup. These design points drive a solution based
on inexpensive, commodity hardware that can be setup in a
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From the blobs of active pixels that remain we extract three
features in both the vertical and horizontal axes: extent,
mean and standard deviation as described below.
•

Extent – The distance between the highest and lowest
(rightmost and leftmost) active pixels in the vertical
(horizontal) axis.

•

Mean - The mean horizontal (vertical) value of the
blob of active pixels.

•

Standard Deviation – The statistical variance of the
horizontal (vertical) values of active pixels.

A

Figure 2: Mean and Standard Deviation of Motion Pixels

Statistical aggregates such as the mean and the standard
deviation (which take thousands of points to compute) are
more robust to noise than single point measurements.
Figure 2 shows a graph of the vertical mean and standard
deviation. The places where there are no values are the
segments of the video where there are no foreground
objects. Label A in Figure 2 points to an counterintuitive
dip in the vertical mean that occurs as the subject stands up.
When the subject is sitting (but starting to move in
preparation for standing) movement occurs primarily in the
upper torso and arms and there is very limited movement in
the subject’s legs. Hence, the vertical mean of the active
pixels includes very few pixels below the seat of the chair.
Once the subject stands, movement occurs not only in the
torso but in the legs (at a height below that of the seat of the
chair).

Figure 3: Side Camera Results

3. OUR RESEARCH AGENDA
We see our initial test setup as a base from which to explore
several research directions: easy deployment, resilient data
processing and privacy. Below we outline these and related
challenges.

Using the features just described, we first detect when the
person is standing. From this point we go backward until
the torso movement on the couch before the standing
sequence (we chose the first torso movement relative to a
certain timeframe). Indeed we look for the first torso
movement in the last 2 minutes before the standing position
and we put a flag on this frame. When the person has
moved one step away from the sitting position we place a
“standing” flag. The time difference between these two
frames is potentially the time it took the person to stand
from the initial point of execution to the point of
completion.

3.1 System Deployment and Configuration
We want the patient (or a supporting family member) to be
able to purchase a GUNGFS kit, bring it home, connect it to
the Internet and “point” the corresponding camera at the
patient’s favorite chair. There is research in the area of noconfiguration deployment of sensors that can be tapped to
address the problem.
Once the initial setup is done, situations are not static.
There may be intentional (rearrange furniture) or
unintentional (camera was bumped) changes in the
configuration. Our goal is to track the camera configuration
so that, as needed, the patient can be guided in the correct
configuration.

Figures 3 presents the vertical standard deviation for a
subject performing a sequence of tasks. The tasks are:
approach the couch, sit, attempt to stand, sit, stand, walk
away, walk back, stand for a brief period, walk away, walk
back, sit, attempt to stand, attempt to get up, stand, walk
away, walk back, sit, stand, walk away, walk back, sit and
stand with great effort. In our preliminary comparison of
the data in Figure 3 with similar data from other subjects,
we found significant correlation suggesting that our
detection results are easily repeatable. We expect that more
complex features or combinations of simple features will
yield robust results.

3.2 Noise Resistant Algorithms
The robust derivation of timing data from video is very
challenging; interfering video noise or occlusions can
directly impact the precision of our timing detection. We
are considering the use of additional sensors to provide us
supplemental information. For example, equipping the
favorite chair with a padded pressure sensor can aid our
system in focusing on episodic segments in which
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GUNGFS is likely to be observed. Determination of the
appropriate number of supplemental (non-worn) sensors
will be key to avoiding over-learning from irrelevant
sensors data. Monitoring multiple patients in a single home
will require using biometric data for patient identification.

work reported here. We also wish to thank consultants at
the Center for Assistive Technology and Environmental
Assessment at Georgia Tech (CATEA) as well as Maria
Ebling and Elizabeth Mynatt for helping initiate this
project.

3.3 On Privacy
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